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• Nonlinear GENE simulations performed for 
standard HSX geometry are used to motivate 
the CECE diagnostic design. 
o a/L!" = [1, 2, 3, 4], a/L#" = 2, T$/T" = 0.2
o Flux tube centered at r/a% = 0.7
o Time averages taken over quasistationary state
o δT&"/T" level uncertainty due to T" dependence of 

sound gyroradius normalization, 𝜌' = m$T"/eB

• ECE diagnostics are sensitive only to 
radiation perpendicular to 𝐁, so fluctuation 
levels and spectra for δT!"/T" are shown.

2.1 Overview of ECE

• HSX has demonstrated a significant reduction in 
neoclassical transport due to quasi-helical 
symmetry, but anomalous transport remains an 
important loss channel.
o Trapped Electron Mode turbulence identified as a 

likely candidate [Weir PoP 2015, Faber PoP 2015]

• Due to increased electron density and 
temperature, HSX-Upgrade (HSX-U) is predicted 
to be optically thick up to about r/a# = 0.5.
o Can assume blackbody emission of ECE radiation

• Correlation electron cyclotron emission (CECE) 
radiometry can be used to measure properties of 
turbulence in HSX-U.

o Correlation lengths
o Temperature fluctuation spectra

• CECE measurements can contribute to 
validation of the GENE gyrokinetic model.

3.2 𝐓6𝐞 Fluctuation Level

• X2 optical depth of HSX-Upgrade plasmas indicates blackbody emission up to r/a# ~ 0.5.

• A filter design is proposed that will enable measurements of fluctuation spectrum shapes and 
correlation lengths, based on gyrokinetic predictions.

• T!" fluctuations are predicted to be above radiometer thermal noise threshold, though 
measurements at 1T suggest this is an overprediction.

• Modeling, synthetic diagnostic development to determine if poloidal correlation is feasible

• GENE simulations at core location of interest based on 1.25T experimental profiles

• IF filter design based on experimental 1.25T profiles and GENE simulations

• T!" fluctuation level in HSX-U for the existing 
spatial channel design exceeds conventional 
ECE noise floor.
o But fluctuations are predicted to be higher at 1T,

where no fluctuations were measured

3.1 GENE Simulation Approach 

• Radiometers detect the radiation emitted by 
electrons due to cyclotron motion.
o Plasma optical depth τ determines interpretation of 

radiometer signal
o For blackbody emission (τ ≳ 2), ECE radiation 

temperature is directly proportional to T"

• Narrow band intermediate frequency (IF) filters 
are applied to radiometer signal to obtain 
radially-localized measurements of T". 

o Doppler broadening and relativistic shift modify 
resonant cyclotron frequency:

• A single antenna can detect the radial 
component of T" fluctuations, while multiple 
antennas can measure both radial and 
poloidal components.

• Correlation technique decorrelates radiometer 
thermal noise to enable detection of 
fluctuations at very low levels.

• A 16-channel heterodyne ECE radiometer 
was used for HSX during 1T operation.

• Due to radiometer thermal noise, T!"
fluctuation spectra could not be resolved.

• ECE channels in HSX are too widely 
separated to determine correlation lengths.
o Channels adjacent to r/a% = −0.4 separated 

by more than a correlation length
o Correlation length is approximately 0.53cm

based on ρ( ~ 0.26cm at a/L!" = 3

• New filter design for radial correlation analysis 
is motivated by GENE predictions and targets 
optically thick plasma region. 

• An 8-channel secondary antenna will be 
installed to enable low-level fluctuation 
measurements.

o Poloidal correlation will be attempted, but GENE 
predicts very low poloidal correlation length
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2.2 HSX-U Optical Depth
• 2nd harmonic extraordinary mode (X2) heating 

will be used in HSX-U. 

• X2 optical depth is calculated by integrating 
over local absorption assuming 
representative n", T" profiles. 

o n") = 1.2, 1.8 B 10*+m,-

o T") = 1.0, 1.6 keV

• Based on this predicted optical depth profile, 
a target core region of interest is r/a# = 0.3 −
0.4 in HSX-U.
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• T!" spectra peak at k'ρ( ~ 0.15, k)ρ( ~ 0.8.
o Vertical lines indicate spectrum peak regions
o Localization of peaks nearly independent of a/L!"
o Q""( and δT&"/T" spectra peak in similar ranges
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o First four channels 
adjacent to r/a! = −0.4 are 
placed  within a correlation 
length (0.44cm).

o Wide channel spacing 
beyond r/a! = −0.3
enables low-k" spectrum 
measurements

o δT#$/T$ higher for 
proposed channels, nearly 
identical to 1T level.

o Since fluctuations levels 
were below conventional 
radiometer noise floor at 
1T, CECE will be required.

• Correlation length is computed as the 1/𝑒 width of 
the T!" auto-correlation function.
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